
 

Forager Hack (exp And Money)

the following are some basic resources you will want to have in order to begin a build: ore ore gold/iron beads/livestock beans/cheese/milk/butter/eggs/meat the right resources for your purpose (gathering, transportation, storing, farming, and so on) the basis of what's built in the game are symbols.
these symbols describe the resources that we get. we can't get building in the game, but we can get most materials from them in our foraging. in forager, the game tells us there are "gold" symbols, which give us money and "iron" symbols, which give us materials for making building. most things in the
game we get mixed numbers of those, so for example most fruits are gold and iron, some have both and some have neither. the meaning of a mixed numbers is its own answer, but simply put, all the mixed ones are worth more in resources, so they're worth more money. in addition to that, some things

are worth more food than other things. depending on what food items you've got and where you want to go, you want to be sure you have the right one in your backpack. eating silver salmon, or listening to some steams black hole music means you can get a huge jump in a resource, and most of the
time you won't even notice it. it's the difference between making a 100$, and making a 10,000$. as you level up in the game, you will find new resources. many of the items listed above can go up to 5 as you level. for the materials that go up to 5, other items that go up to 10 are released. each level up

has a 5 dollar requirement for new materials, and that's it. you get an additional 10 for each item if you go past that.
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